
BB 뾿纐 � 独檔櫍Ӿ ��BB 뾿纐 � 独檔櫍Ӿ ��P.P.44
绚牨ፘ � 独檔狕纷 ��绚牨ፘ � 独檔狕纷 ��P.P.66

苭ᇔ玱蛪ጱ蓦ط獟憙物抷̽绚뾿纐̾苭ᇔ玱蛪ጱ蓦ط獟憙物抷̽绚뾿纐̾
Ӿጱἓط蝫媲誢 � 独谑ܓ敎 ��Ӿጱἓط蝫媲誢 � 独谑ܓ敎 ��P.P.88
绚뾿犋绚物谍瘆̽绚뾿纐̾虏䘣瑿᯿ኞ牧绚뾿犋绚物谍瘆̽绚뾿纐̾虏䘣瑿᯿ኞ牧
萬蔩疨ತ뾿碝ොݻ � 独ݴ၇ ��萬蔩疨ತ뾿碝ොݻ � 独ݴ၇ ��P.P.1313
౯݄ԧӞ᪀̽ 绚뾿纐 �̾独稨檚蜤礖��౯݄ԧӞ᪀̽ 绚뾿纐 �̾独稨檚蜤礖��P.P.1717

觓襁ཿ㬵牧ࣁ뾿膏ၹጱ䎦癘�觓襁ཿ㬵牧ࣁ뾿膏ၹጱ䎦癘�P.P.2020
犥萬蔩֢傶̿箛箹̀�犥萬蔩֢傶̿箛箹̀�P.P.2222
琉뾿犋㬵牐谍瘆拙Ԫ�琉뾿犋㬵牐谍瘆拙Ԫ�P.P.2424

뾿ᤈ݄牐蜴ว獈窼�P.P.2828ݻ�뾿ᤈ݄牐蜴ว獈窼ݻ

ኦᰀ藲礚牐̿蛪誢玈㵕̀ԫӣԪኦᰀ藲礚牐̿蛪誢玈㵕̀ԫӣԪ P.P.2929
ಅ磪Ոጱ硲Ԫ�ಅ磪Ոጱ硲Ԫ�P.P.3333
萬蔩蝱洛牐犋绚ጱ뾿�萬蔩蝱洛牐犋绚ጱ뾿�P.P.3636
ᑃह樄ह牐य़瑿蝅肨�ᑃह樄ह牐य़瑿蝅肨�P.P.3939

吚̿ ਧ玊 ౮̀傶̿ ୵ୗ �̀吚̿ ਧ玊 ౮̀傶̿ ୵ୗ �̀P.P.4242
რ毣ၚኞ筕哼�რ毣ၚኞ筕哼�P.P.4545

䘣瑿ኞ臺牐๚㬵չ窕�䘣瑿ኞ臺牐๚㬵չ窕�P.P.4848

ॠ璤ᛔ蝨物ՈՈ᮷ฎ萬蔩疑�ॠ璤ᛔ蝨物ՈՈ᮷ฎ萬蔩疑�P.P.5151
篷กజ牐᩼๚Ꭳԏऒ�篷กజ牐᩼๚Ꭳԏऒ�P.P.5454
褰觓㬵݄牐篷磪݄ኸ�褰觓㬵݄牐篷磪݄ኸ�P.P.5959
䱋禿ୌ缱ᘏ�䱋禿ୌ缱ᘏ�P.P.6262

Mountain Festival Mountain Festival (CCChen) P.P.6868        
From Vision to RealityFrom Vision to Reality (Chen, Hsiu-Cheng)  P.P.7070        

The Experience in the Black Light Continuum The Experience in the Black Light Continuum (Gong, 
Jow-Jiun) P.P.7272

““Void Mountain FestivalVoid Mountain Festival” in Longqi rejuvenates a barren ” in Longqi rejuvenates a barren 
village, pointing new ways with art  village, pointing new ways with art  (Lin,Chi-Yang)  P.P.8080
I visited “I visited “Void Mountain FestivalVoid Mountain Festival” ” (Ouyang,Chen Jou)  P.P.8585

Storms approach: The island with mountains Storms approach: The island with mountains 
and oceans and oceans P.P.8888

Art as a “torch” Art as a “torch” P.P.9090
The mountain with no response The mountain with no response P.P.9393

Come for the Mountain. Return to the Forest Come for the Mountain. Return to the Forest P.P.9898

Field Survey---Matters of “Physical Labor” Field Survey---Matters of “Physical Labor” P.P.100100
The Story of All of Us The Story of All of Us P.P.106106
Arts-in-Residence-Void Mountain is not Void Arts-in-Residence-Void Mountain is not Void P.P.110110

The grand opening of uncharted land-Ouroboros The grand opening of uncharted land-Ouroboros P.P.114114

When “Set” becomes “Form” When “Set” becomes “Form” P.P.118118
Fresh water from the source:      Fresh water from the source:      

collisions of new possibilities collisions of new possibilities P.P.122122
Flowers in the badland. Streams in the futureFlowers in the badland. Streams in the future  P.P.127127

Create our own paradise: Every human being is an artist Create our own paradise: Every human being is an artist P.P.131131
WuMingHuo, sail into an unknown ocean WuMingHuo, sail into an unknown ocean P.P.135135
Travel with the wind. Leave and Remain Travel with the wind. Leave and Remain P.P.141141

The architect of bridges The architect of bridges P.P.144144


